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Abstract 
Practical analysis is made on some conditions in utilizing neutrons for the study 

of atomistic structure of materials under high pressure. Investigation is made on the 
geometrical conditions; size of the specimen, width of slits, and the rate of extra-
scattering. Experiments are performed on the effects of absorption by high pressure 
cell and the disturbance due to an overlapping of diffraction peaks. An observation 
is presented on the pressure-induced transformation in RbBr. 

1 Introduction 
Neutron diffraction is a powerful tool for the atomistic study of materials under high 
pressure. In the high pressure works, materials are contained in a thick cell and isolated 
from visual observation. The situation was improved by utilizing the diamond anvil cell, 
but the application is made chiefly in the optical property or the X-ray diffraction. Most of 
the materials are rather transparent for thermal neutrons, and the observation of materials 
sealed under high pressure is not so difficult if the neutron beam is used as a probe. 

However, some difficulties must be conquered to realize a reliable observation. There 
are some specialities in the neutron diffraction under pressure: the existence of the 
pressure cell and the pressure transmitting medium. Materials around the specimen 
cause extra-scattering and contamination of extra-lines in the pattern. Absorption of 
thermal neutrons by the cell causes the reduction of the peak-height. All such effects act 
to reduce the quality of the experiment. Incoherent alloys such as Ti-Zr alloy make no 
coherent peaks and cause a flat background [1, 2], but the absorption is not so small. 

Both the angle dispersive method and the energy dispersive or time-of-flight (TOF) 
method are used for the diffraction experiment. In the former, both the incident beam 
and the scattered beam scann a range of angle around the specimen, a large volume of 
materials surrounding the specimen is swept by the neutron beam, and the effects of the 
extra-scattering become large [1]. The geometry of neutron beams is fixed in the latter, 
and the design of the apparatus will be rather simple. 
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scatterillg. Experiments are performed 011 the effects of absorptioll by high pressure 
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1 Introduction 

Neutron diffraction is a powerful tool for the atom.istic study of Illaterials under high 
pressure. In the high pr百 sureworks， mater.ia.ls are contained in a. thick cell and isolated 
from visual observat.ion. The situation was improved by utilizing the dialllo叩n駅吋!(吋danv.il cell， 
but the app凶〉汁Iicat.ioniおsm】nadechi民e日yin t叶h児eoptica.l proper 
the materials are rather transparent for thermal neutrons， a.nd the obsel'vation ofmaterials 
sealed ulldel' high pressure is llot so difficult if the neutron bealll is used酪 apl'obe. 

Howevel'， some difficulties must be conquered to rea.lize a reliable obsel'vation. There 
are some specialities ill t.he lleutl'On diffraction under pressure: the existence of the 
pressure cell and the pressure tl'ansmitting medium. Materials around the specimen 
cause extra-sca.tterillg a.nd contanunation of extra-lines in the pattern. Absorption of 
thermal neutrons by the cell causes the reduction of the peak-height. All such effects配 t
to reduce the qua.lity of the experiment. Incohel'ellt aUoys such酪 Ti-ZraUoy make no 
coherent peaks and cause a flat background [1， 2]， but the absorption is not so small. 

Both the angle dispersive method and the energy dispersive or time-of-flight (TOF) 
method are used fo1' the diffraction experiment. In the formel'， both the incident beam 
and the scaUered beam scaUll a range of a.ngle al'ound the specimen， a large volume of 
materials surrounding the specimen is swept by the neutron bea.m， a.nd the effects of the 
ext時 scatte山 gbecome large [1]. The geometry of nel山 onbeams is fixed in the latter， 
and the design of the appa.ratus will be rather silllple. 
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2 Geometrical considertions 
2.1 Signals from the specimen 
Let the neutron beam is applied to a polycrystalline specimen of cylindrical form with 
diameter d, the scattered intensity will be proportional to the number of reflecting planes 
contained in the specimen, or to the diameter d. The rate of absoption by the specimen 
is proportional to exp(-fid), where ft is the linear absorption coefficient. The resultant 
intensity, dexp(-fid) is maximized with respect to d when d = 1/fi, or the diameter equals 
to the inverse of the linear absorption coefficient. 

2.2 Width of neutron beams 
The diffracted neutron beam is contaminated frequently with extra- scattering originated 
from the materials surrounding the specimen. Such contamination is reduced by using 
slits to limit the irradiated area outside the specimen, and to limit the visual field of the 
detector. The geometry of diffraction is shown in Fig. 1, where the widths of incident 

Figure 1: Geometry of diffraction. 

beam MI,- and aperture of the detector v.<i are same and w, diameter of the specimen is d, 
and the diffraction angle is 26. Matrials contained in the width «>,- scatter the neutron 
beam, and the portion of the scattered beam contained in the aperture w* is caught by 
the detector. Hence, a part of materials contained in the rhombus ABCD in Fig. 1 
contributes to the diffiaction. If the rhombus is perfectly included in the specimen, and if 
the other materials are not contained in that area, no contamination will be observed in 
the diffraction pattern. Diagonals of the rhombus are DAc = vu/smO and DBD — w/cosO, 
and D/w's vary with 26 as shown in Fig. 2. If the width of slits is taken as to = dsinS, 
(26 < 90°), or w = dcosO, (26 > 90°), w varies with 26 as 0.13d at 15°, 0.5rf at 60°, and 
the maximum width O.ld is reached at 90°. In these cases, the rhombus is perfectly 
included in the area of the specimen, and no contamination will be expected. 

2.3 Contamination of the extra-scattering 
The extra-scattering will be proportional to the partial area of the rhombus at the outside 
of the specimen. In the geometry shown in Fig. 1, this part is the shaded area AEF, 
nearly equal to A AEF, or (DAC — d) a tan0/8 . The ratio R of the sum of two shaded 
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beall1ωi and aperture of the detector包'dare same a.ndω， dial11eter of the specimen is d， 
and the diffractiol1 angle is 2(). Matrials contained in the width w， scatter the neutron 
beall1， and the portion of the scattered beall1 contained in the aperture Wd is caught by 
the detector. Hel1ce， a pa.rt of ll1aterials contail1ed in the rhol1lbus ABCD in Fig. 1 
contributes to the diffraction. If the rhombus is perfectly included in the specimen，叩dif 
the other mat.erials are not contained il1 that area， no conta.mil1ation will be observed in 
the di倍actionpattern. Diagonals of the rhm巾 usare DAC = Uげs討il1() and DBD =ω/cωo伺s()， 
and D/u九 v刊arηyw川it出h2却0槌 s1
(ロ2()~壬;9伺00的oつ)， or W = dcos()， (2()さ900

)，ωvarieswith 2() as 0.13d at 150， 0.5d at 600， and 
the l11a.ximum wid th 0.7 d is reached at 900

• In these c描 es，the rhombus is perfectly 
included in the area of the specim巴n，and no conta.mination will be expected. 

2.3 Contamination of the extra-scattering 

The extra-scattering will be proportiona.l to the partial area of the rhombus at the outside 
of the specimen. In the geol1letry shown in Fig. 1， this part is the shaded area AEF， 
nearly equal to d.AEF， or (DAC - d)' tan8/8. The ratio R of the sum of two shaded 
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Figure 2: Variation of diagonal length of rhombus with the angle 28. 

areas to the part of rhombus included in the specimen is R = l/((D/(D — d))2 — 1), 
where D — DACD^U > d. If the scattering amplitude of the material at the shaded 
area is same with that of the specimen, the above expression represents the rate of the 
extra-scattering. The value of R is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of D/d. 

1.5] 1 1 1 1 

1.0 

R 

0.5 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 

D/d 
Figure 3: Ratio of area of the rhombus existing at the outside of the specimen. 

In the figure, if D is less than 2d, R is less than 1/3. In comparison with Fig. 
2, if w = d/2, the condition for 1/3-contarnination is D — 2d = 4u», or allowed range of 
20 is 30° - 150°. The nature of the extra-scattering contained in the pattern will be 
characterized by its intensity and the disturbance due to superposition to the original 
lines of the specimen. If extra-lines do not coincide with principal lines and subtracted 
by a conventional way, the pattern will be analyzed clearly.[4] 
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ln the figure， if D is less than 2d， R is less than 1/3. ln∞mparison with Fig. 
2， if w = df2， the condition for 1/3・contallUnationis D = 2d = 4w， or allowed range of 
28 is 300 

- 1500
• The nature of the extra-scattering contained in the pattern will be 

cha.racterized by it.s intensity and the disturbance due to superposition to the origiua1 
lines of the specimen. If extra-lines do not coillcide with prillcipal lines and subtr配 ted
by a COllve凶 011&wa.y， the pa.ttern will be analyzed clearly.[4) 
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3 Experiments and discussions 
Experimental results and discussions are given here on some effects of absorption and 
scattering of neutron beams, the effects are caused frequently by materials surrounding 
the specimen. For the transmission of pressure, ideal conditions required for Lhe medium 
are to keep the non-crystalline state and to contribute no coherent peaks in the diffraction 
pattern. Helium gas will be the best in this point of view, but some liquids as alcohols or 
water are used for the convenience of handling. 

As materials for the high pressure cell, high strength steels such as maraging steels 
are preferable to reach higher pressures. Some aluminum alloys are useful because of its 
low absorption for thermal neutrons. Diamond, saphire [3] or some sintered ceramics will 
be useful, these materials are very hard. 

The aim of the present experiments is to obtain fundamental data for the discussion of 
the effects mentioned above. In the experiments, powdered NaCl is enclosed in a steel cell 
with various thickness and the diffraction pattern of the system is observed. In this way, 
relations are obtained between the height of peaks from the specimen with the thickness 
of the steel wall. The diffractometer is the double axis diffractometer TOG, installed in 

cell specimen 

incident beam / y \ 

T 
• 

collimator 

t !• t « " 

Figure 4: Arrangement of the experimental system. 

JRR-3. NaCl of 99.3% pure is powdered and enclosed in an aluminum capsule, 12 mm 
diameter and 0.5 mm thick, and inserted into the cell of thickness t as shown in Fig. 4. 
No pressure transmitting medium is used and no pressure is applied. The cell is made of 
low-carbon steel contained with 0.1% C and 0.3% Mn, and the properties for the neutron 
beam will be almost same with pure iron. The thickness i of the cell is 1.5, 3, 6 and 
12 mm, and the thickness It of the absorber is 3, 6, 12 and 24 mm, respectively. Long 
collimators made of boron-plastics are attached to the original ones. In this way, geometry 
of the beam is improved to approach ideal conditions and the background scattering is 
reduced remarkably. 

Diffraction patterns for NaCl and Fe are shown in Fig. 5, some peaks appear at 
the same lattice spacing: (220)NaCl with (HO)Fe and (400)NaCl with (200)Fe, and these 
peaks are not used in the analysis. The intensity of peaks (111), (200), (311), and (222) 
in NaCl is plotted in Fig. 6. The logarithm of the intensity decreases almost linearly 
with the thickness of iron. The rate of decrease is nearly parallel with the absorption of 
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JRR・3.NaCI of 99.3% pure is powdered and el1closed in an alull1inum capsule， 12 mm 
diameter and 0.5 ll1m thick， and illserted into the cell of thickness t as shown in Fig. 4. 
No pl'essure t.ra.nsmit.ting medium is used and no pressure is applied. Tbe cell is made of 
low-ca.rbon st.eel cont.ained with 0.1% C alld 0.3% Mn， and the properties for the ueutron 
beam will be almost same with pure iron. The thiclmess t of the cell is 1.5， 3， 6 and 
12 mm， aud the thickness 2t of the absorber is 3， 6， 12 a.nd 24 111m， respectively. Long 
collimators made of borol1-plastics are attached to the original ones. In this way， geometry 
of the beam is improved to approach idea.l conditions and the background scattering is 
reduced remarkably. 

Diffraction patterns for NaCl and Fe are shown in Fig. 5， some peaks appe釘 at
the same lattice spacing: (220)NaCI with (110)Fe and (400)NaCI with (200)Fe， and these 
peaks are not used iu the analysis. The intensity of peaks (111)， (200)， (311)，聞d(222) 
in NaCI is plotted il1 Fig. 6. The logarithm of the intensity decreases almost linearly 
with tbe thickness of iron. The rate of decrease is nearly parallel with the absorption of 
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Figure 5: Diffraction patterns for Al, Fe, NaCl and KC1 

thermal neutrons in iron shown by a broken line (Fe) in Fig. 6. Therefore, the decrease 
of the intensity of diffraction peaks is due to the absorption of neutrons by the steel cell. 
As discussed in the previous sections, the contamination of Fe-lines will be suppressed 
by a strict alignment in the geometry of beam lines. However, the coherent pealcs are 
very strong, and perfect suppression of contamination is almost impossible in practice. 
A result of similar experiment done on an aluminum cell with 12 mm thick is shown for 
(111) by a triangle in Fig. 6. Reduction of intensity is comparatively small even the 
thickness is large. The absorption In aluminum is shown as a broken line (Al) in Fig. 6, 
the line is parallel with the above result. 

If aluminum alloys are used for the pressure cell, absorption of thermal neutron is 
considerably small and intense pealcs will be obtained in the diffraction pattern. On the 
otherhand, the pressure attained will be limited to AS high as 1 GPa. Ti-53wt% Zr alloy 
has no coherent peaks for thermal neutrons but its mechanical strength is not so high, and 
the pressure will be limited to about 1.5 Gpa. Higher pressures :,J 3 - 5 GPa are attained 
by steels, but the intensity of pealcs is reduced considerably. To overcome such weak 
points, some improvements must be applied for the intensity of the source, the efficiency 
of detection, and the reduction of background, etc. Some of them are out of range of our 
personal effort, but their importance must be remembered. 

Diffraction patterns for Al and KC1 are shown in Fig. 5. In KC1, the overlapping of 
lines with Fe or Al is less than in NaCl. An appropriate combination of materials must 
be investigated in accordance with the purpose of the experiment. 
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thermal neutrons in iron shown by a broken line (Fe) in Fig. 6. Therefore， the decrease 
of the intensity of di配l.actionpeaks is due to the a.bsorption of neutrons by t.he steel cell. 
As discussed in the previous '5ections， the contanunation of Fe-lines will be suppressed 
by a strict alig111l1ent in the geol11etry of bea1l1 lines. However， the coherent peaks are 
very strong， and perfect suppression of contamination is al1l10st impossible in practice. 
A result of sinular experi1l1ent done on an alu1l1inum cell with 12 mm thick is shown for 
(111) by a tr紅na
t山hickα叩nes路S1おsla.rge. The absorption in alunumun is shown回 abroken line (AI) in Fig. 6， 
the line is paraIlel with the above result. 

If alumimull alloys are used for the pressure cell， absorptiun of therl11al neutron is 
considerably sma.ll and intense peaks will be obtained in the diffraction pattern. On the 
otherhancl， the pressure attainecl will be limited tc ;lS high as 1 GPa. Ti・53wt% Zr alloy 
has no cっherentpea.ks for thermal neutrons but its wecha.nica.l strengt.h is not so high， and 
the pressure will be linuted to about 1.5 Gpa. Higher pressures :・， 3・5GPa are attainecl 
by steels， but the intensity of peaks is recluced considerably. To overcome such weak 
points， S0l11e improvements 1l1ust be乱pplieclfor the intensity of the source， the efficiency 
of detection， a.nd the reduction of background， etc. S0l11e of them are out of range of our 
personal effort， but their i1l1portance must be rel11embered. 

Di町.ra.ctionpatterns for AI and KCI a.re shown in Fig. 5. ln KCI， thεoverla.pping of 
lines with Fe or AI is less tha.n in N aCl. An appropriat.e combination of materia.ls must 
be investigated in accl)fdance with the purpose of the experIment. 
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Figure 6: Variation of peak heights with cell thickness. 

4 Pressure-induced transformation in RbBr 
4.1 High pressure apparatus 
A piston-cylinder type high pressure apparatus was designed for the angle dispersive 
neutron diffraction. The material of the cell was Ti-53wt%Zr alloy. No coherent scattering 
of the cell is observed in this composition. The alloy was made by arc-melting the raw 
metals 97% pure, and formed by the lathe in a cylinder: 3 cm outer diameter, 0.8 cm 
hole diameter, and 10 cm long. Both ends of the cylinder were inserted into steel binding 
rings. Pistons were made of tungsten carbide. Powdered specimen of RbBr 99.3% pure 
mixed with one half of KC1 was enclosed in a thin-walled capsule made of teflon, CS2 was 
used as the pressure-transmitting medium. 
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4 Pressure-induced transformation in RbBr 

4.1 High pressure apparatus 

A piston-cylinder type high pressure apparatus w酪 designedfor the angle di;;persive 
neutron diffraction. The material of the cell was Ti・53wt%Zralloy. No coherent scattering 
of the cell is observed in this composition. The alloy was made by arc-melting the raw 

metals 97% pure， a.nd formed by the lathe in a cylinder: 3 cm outer diameter， 0.8 cm 
hole diameter， and 10 cmlong. Both ends of the cylinder were inserted into steel binding 
rin!;:5. Pistons were made of tungsten carbide. Powdered specimen of RbBr 99.3% pure 
mbced with one half of KCI was encloseci m a thin-walled capsule made of teflon， CS2 was 
used酪 thepressure-transmitting medium. 
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Figure 8: Neutron diffraction in RbBr-KCl mixture at 7.5 kb. 

4.2 Neutron diffraction on RbBr 
The experiment was made on TOG diffractometer in JRR-3, neutron wavelength was 
about one angstrom. A diffraction pattern obtained at 1 bar is shown in Fig.7. All 
lines are indexed with two NaCl-type compounds: RbBr and KCI, no overlap of peaks is 
observed. With increase of pressure, peaks shift to higher angle side in correspondense 
with volume contraction. Applied pressure is estimated in comparison with results on 
KCI obtained by Vaidya and Kennedy [6]. The diffraction pattern obtained at 7.5 kb is 
shown in Fig 8. The pattern for KCI is keeping the NaCl-type, however, in RbBr all lines 
are indexed with the CsCl-type structure. This transformation was observed at about 4.5 
kb and accompanied with a volume contraction of-15 %.[2] 
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4.2 Neutron diffraction on RbBr 

The experiment was made on TOG diffractometer ill JRR・3，neutron wavelength was 
about one angstrom. A diffraction pattern obta.ined at 1 bar is shown in Fig.7. All 
lines are indexed with two NaCl-type cOll1pounds: RbBr and KCI， no overlap of peaks is 
observed. With increase of pressure， peaks shift to higher angle side in correspondense 
with volume contraction. Applied pressure is estimated in cOll1parison with results on 
KCl obtained by Vajdya and Kenlledy [6). The diπraction pattern obtained at 7.5 kb is 
shown in Fig. 8. The pattern for KCI is keeping the NaCl-type， however， in RbBr all lin田

are indexed with the CsCl・typestructure. This transforll1ation w酪 observedat about 4.5 
kb and accompanied with a volume contraction of -15 %.[2] 
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4.3 Discussion of the results. 
In Figs. 7 and 8, all lines are originated from specimens, and no extra-line is observed. 
However, the background scattering appears in a considerable amount in comparison with 
ordinary experiments. Most of the background is composed of incoherent scattering from 
Ti-Zr alloy. In the disordered system as disordered alloys or liquids, a wavy pattern 
due to the atomic correlation is observed. Such pattern was reported in the experiment 
using Ti-Zr cell at ILL [5], analysis of the background must be made carefully. The next 
problem is the absorption of neutron beams by the cell. The absorption is very small in 
Zr, but large in Ti. The atomic concentration of Ti is very large in the alloy, the resultant 
absorption coefficient is about 1 cm""1, and the effect of absorption is not so small. 

The conditions analysed in the present report will be useful for execution of diffraction 
experiments under high pressure. Accumulation of practical efforts will result in a steady 
progress, and the evalue of neutron beam as an atomistic probe will be improved. 
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4.3 Discussion of the resu1ts. 

In Figs. 7 and 8， alI Iines are originated from specimens， and no extra-line is observed. 
However， the background sc叫teringappe.，rs in a considerable amount in comparison with 
ordinary experiments. Most of the b配 kgr)und is composed of incoherent scattering from 
Ti・Zralloy. In the disordered system酪 disorderedalloys or liquids， a wavy pattern 
due to the atornic correlation is observed. 5uch pattern w値目portedin the experiment 
using Tiゐ cellat ILL [5]， analysis of the background must be made carefully. The next 
problem is the absorption of neutron beams by the cell. The absorption is very small in 
Zr， but large in Ti. The atomic concentration of Ti is very large in the alloy， the resultant 
absorption coefficient is about 1 cm-1， and the effect of absorption is not so small. 

The conditions analysed in the present report wilI be useful for execution of diffraction 
experiments under high pressure. Accumulation of practka.l efforts will result in a. steady 
progress， and the evalue of neutron beam as an atornistic probe will be improved. 
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